(LONDON - 19TH FEBRUARY) - Today, global fashion publisher i-D reveals the first two cover stars of its Spring issue, fashion icon Kate Moss, photographed by Mario Sorrenti and American model Gigi Hadid, photographed by Jamie Hawkesworth. Under the leadership of Editor-in-Chief Alastair McKimm, “The Icons and Idols Issue” will refocus its lens on fashion - the industry, the people that represent it and the work that binds them together.

i-D’s first cover star, Kate Moss speaks to long-time friend, collaborator and British menswear designer, Kim Jones. Kate and Kim have been co-conspirators since the very beginning of his career and throughout his time as Creative Director at Dior, Dunhill and Louis Vuitton. For a special shoot for i-D’s Spring Issue, world renowned photographer Mario Sorrenti, shoots Kate on a beach in Miami wearing Kim’s latest Dior Men’s collection, a collaboration with designer turned artist Shawn Stussy.
Second cover star, Gigi Hadid is photographed by Jamie Hawkesworth in exclusive looks from John Galliano’s latest Margiela Artisanal couture collection. Gigi speaks to i-D’s Jack Sunnucks about modelling, mentors and motherhood.

“I don’t know if I’ll always be modelling,” Gigi Hadid said. “I love the creative side of fashion, the people I work with make me so happy and it makes me feel so lucky to be around them. But one day I’ll start a family, and who knows? Maybe I’ll take up full time cooking!”

Alastair McKimm, Editor-in-Chief of i-D said, “Our first instinct, when putting together spring 2020 was to refocus our attention on the industry that we love, fashion! Seems like the right time to do it, a spring issue, but it became so much more than a series of fashion images….As always with i-D it’s people first, who are the cast, the characters, what do they represent? When thinking about what fashion means as far as the people that represent it, the people we revere and love, it was the idea of a modern day supermodel that seemed to stick. Supermodel is now such an old fashioned term and it really helps us see how far we’ve come. As is the term celebrity. What does that even mean? So how do we coin a new phrase? We don’t! We do however feel that these women are icons in our industry and beyond.”
A new i-D Spring cover will be dropping online on i-D everyday this week. The magazine will be available on global newsstands from the 24th February.

A LOOK INSIDE THE ISSUE:

FEATURES:

★ **KATE MOSS** interviews Dior Men’s Creative Director **KIM JONES** and is photographed by **MARIO SORRENTI** in Miami
★ **GIGI HADID** shot by **JAMIE HAWKESWORTH** in exclusive looks from **JOHN GALLIANO’S** latest Margiela Artisanal couture collection
★ Model Of The Year **ADUT AKECH** discusses the changing world of fashion with her mentor **NAOMI CAMPBELL**
★ Model **KAIA GERBER** is photographed by **WILLY VANDERPERRE** and is interviewed by award winning playwright **JEREMY O. HARRIS**

FASHION:

★ **BINX WALTON, PALOMA ELSESSER, ANOK YAI, SELENA FORREST** and **ADESUWA AIGHWEI** shot on location in Jamaica by **OLIVER HADLEE PEARCH** and i-D Fashion Director **CARLOS NAZARIO**
★ A special **BOTTEGA VENETA** feature shot on the streets of New York by **CHRISTIAN MACDONALD**, featuring **CARA TAYLOR** and **LUNA BIJL**
★ i-D go inside the **CHANEL METIERS D’ART** to meet the young craftspeople keeping the dream of couture alive

ABOUT i-D
Over 40 years, i-D has carved its position as the premier source for fashion inspiration, and in 2012, joined the VICE Media family to expand VICE’s reach into digital fashion content. i-D has come a long way since its beginnings as a hand-stapled magazine and has developed into a leading video-driven platform, documenting fashion, music and contemporary culture from around the globe. i-D reaches an ambitious and creative audience, offering access to the most inspiring names in fashion and exploring everything from high-end couture to underground style scenes.

ABOUT VICE MEDIA GROUP
**VICE Media Group** is the world’s largest independent youth media company. Launched in 1994, VICE has offices in 35 cities across the globe with a focus on five key businesses: VICE.com, an award-winning international network of digital content; VICE STUDIOS, a feature film and television production studio; VICE TV, an Emmy-winning international television network; a Peabody award-winning NEWS division with the most Emmy-awarded nightly news broadcast; and VIRTUE, a global, full-service creative agency with 25 offices around the world. VICE Media Group’s portfolio includes **Refinery29**, the leading global
media and entertainment company focused on women; PULSE Films, a London-based next-generation production studio with outposts in Los Angeles, New York, Paris and Berlin; i-D, a global digital and bimonthly magazine defining fashion and contemporary culture; and Garage, a digital platform and biannual publication converging the worlds of art and design.
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